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Abstract. This note studies relations between Spin bundles, over a de-

complex of dimension < 9, and their first two Spin characteristic classes.

In particular by taking Spin characteristic classes, it is proved that the sta-

ble classes of Spin bundles over a manifold M with dimension < 8 are in

one to one correspondence with the pairs of cohomology classes  (qx, q2) €

H4(M; Z) x H%(M\ Z) satisfying

(qx U?2 + <¡2) m°d 3 + t/3 U (qx mod 3) = 0,

where U¡ e H*(M; Z3) is the indicated Wu-class of M .

As an application a computation is made for K Spin(M), where M is an

eight-dimensional manifold with understood cohomology rings over Z, Z2 ,

and Z3.

1. Introduction

Denote by 77 Spin the classifying space for the topological group Spin =

|JSpin(«). Then the reduced K Spin group of a topological space X can be

defined by

K Spin(X) = [^,77Spin].

Very little is known in general about how to calculate the group for a given

topological space.

E. Thomas [1] proved that there are cohomology classes Q¡£H l(B Spin ; Z),

1 = 1,2,..., with the property

77*(77Spin;Z) = Z[ß1, Q2, ...]0 T,        2T-0.

This enabled him to define the Spin characteristic classes for the stable class of

a Spin bundle £ over a topological space X by the formula

Qi(Ç) = g*Qi£H*i(X;Z),_
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where g : X —> 77 Spin is the classifying map (in the stable range) for the bundle

«.
By means of Spin characteristic classes we define a set-valued map

Qx: K~Spm(X)^H¡'\x) = H4(X;Z)xH8(X;Z)

by

Qxit) = (Q, ii), Q2it)),        í G Fsplí(Z).
As

Ö^(»©y)= E ö(Wuö;(y)>      ^<3
i+j=k

by [1, (1,10)], ßx is actually a homomorphism of abelian groups if we equip

H^(X) with addition

(ax ,bx) + (a2, b2) = (ax + a2, bx + b2 + ax Ua2),

where (a¡, b¡) £ H*Z'\X), i =1,2.

Naturally, in order to under the group   K Spin(X), one asks what the image

and the kernel of Qx are.

2. Statement of the results

Let

Rx:H¡'S(X)^h\X;Z3)

be the map

Rx(a, b) = (a U a + b) mod 3 + PX(a mod 3),

where F1 : 774(^ ; Z3) —> 77 (X ; Z3) is the Steenrod reduced 3rd power opera-

tion. With the group structure defined on 77z ' (X), Rx is a homomorphism,

and our results can be stated as follows:

Theorem. If X is a CW-complex with dimension < 9, then

(1) Qx is surjective onto KerRx ;

(2) Qx is infective if 3H&(X ; Z) © H9(X ; Z2) = 0,
w/zere 3t7 denotes the3-primary component of an abelian group G.

The above theorem has the following immediate consequences:
o

Corollary 1. If X is a CW-complex of dimension < 9, and if AH (X ; Z) ©

H9(X; Z2) = 0, i«e« Qx ¿s a« isomorphism onto KerRx .

Corollary 2. If M is an eight-dimensional closed manifold, then the stable classes

of Spin bundles over M are in one-to-one correspondence with the pairs (a, b) £

h\M; Z) xHs(M; Z) satisfying

(aUa + b) mod 3 + u\ U (a mod 3) = 0,

where £/3  « i«e indicated Wu class of M. In particular

QM: K~Spin(M)-+H¡'\m)

is an isomorphism if M is nonorientable.
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We prove the theorem in §§3, 4. By applying the theorem, a computation for

K Spin(M) is made in §5, where M is an eight-dimensional manifold with

understood cohomology rings over Z, Z2, and Z3.

Remark 1. Here are two examples that show the necessity of the condition

3HS(X;Z)®H9(X;Z2) = 0

in Theorem (2).

Example. Let /: S1 -> S7 be the map with degree 3 , and let X = S7 \Jf CS7

be the mapping cone of /. Then, applying the cofunctor K Spin to the Puppe

sequence of f yields an exact sequence:

0 = K~Spm(S7) ♦- K~Spm(X) *- K~Spin(Si) SA7 Fspïn(S8).

As degree (S A f: S  -> S ) = 3 one sees that

K~Sphi(X) = Z3.

However Qx: K Spin(A') -► H*'S(X) is trivial by the first claim of the theo-

rem.

Example. It is straightforward that H*'*(S9) = 0. But the Bott periodicity

theorem imples that

K~Spm(S9) = Z2.

Remark 2. Given a topological space X, let KO(X) be the reduced KO group

for X, and let

W: KO(X) -* Hl(X;Z2) x H2(X;Z2)

be the map W(c¡) = (wx(¿¡), w2(Ç)), where i G KO(X) and wj denotes the

ith Stiefel-Whitney class. There is a group structure on the set 77 (X; Z2) x

H2(X; Z2) making W a homomorphism and moreover, W fits in the exact

sequence

771 (X; Z2) x H2(X ; Z2) ̂  KO(X) *-KerW= .fFspin(X) *- 0.

In this sense, determining K Spin(X) as well as the image of W is preliminary

to computing KO(X). This is one of the motivations of present work, and we

expect to return to this in the future.

Remark 3. We are very grateful to our referee for informing us that that the

theorem can be extended a few more dimensions by the same methods used

in proving: Let 7?^: H*'*(X) -* HX0(X; Z2) be given by R'x(qx, q2) = qxU

Sq2qx + Sq4Sq2qx + Sq q2. Then Qx is surjective onto KerT?^ n KerT?^ if
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dim* < 10. Let 7?^: KerT?^ -* HXX(X; Z2)/Sq2H9(X; Z2) be given by the

secondary operation coming from the relation

Sq2(i, U Sq2i4 + SqASq2i, + Sq2ig).

Then it is expected that Qx is surjective onto KerT?^ n Ker7?'x n KerT?^ if

dim X < 12. Some statements about the injectivity of Qx can also be made.

A proof for this is given in §6.

3. Examples

In this paragraph we calculate the Spin characteristic classes for some Spin

bundles, which will be needed in detecting the homotopy obstructions concerned

in the proof of the theorem. The computation to be carried out are based on

the following fact due to E. Thomas [1].

Lemma 1. For a Spin bundle ¿;, its Pontryagin classes Px(c¡), P2(c¡) can be

expresssed in terms of Spin characteristic classes QX(Ç), ß2(£) as follows

Px(i) = 2Q2(i);        P2(i) = 2Q2(i) + Qx(i)2.   D

Example 1. Let £, be the canonical quaternion line bundle over S . Then the

Euler class e(£) = v generates H4(S4, Z) and

iPlii)=P2iZ)) = i-2v,0),

[2, p.243]. So

(Qi(t),Q2(t)) = (-v,0)

by Lemma 1.

Example 2. Let ß £ TsfspintS8) = KSbSmn(S&) = Z be a generator. Then a

discussion in [2,p. 244] says that

(Px(ß),P2(ß)) = (0,±6u),

8      8
where « is a generator for 77 (S ; Z) = Z.

Example 3. Let CP4 be the four-dimensional complex projective space and n ,

the canonical complex line bundle over CP . Then the Euler class e(n) = c

generates the cohomology ring 77* (CP ; Z) and n © n = 2« is a Spin bundle

with

(F,(2«),F2(2«)) = (2c2,c4).

So one obtains

(ß,(2«),C22(2«)) = (c2,0);

(Qx(-2ri), Q2(-2ri)) = (-c2, c\
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4. Proof of the theorem

Denote by K(Z, n) the Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex of type (Z, «), and

let A:I-tIxI be the diagonal map. A natural bijection

H¡'8(X) m [X, K(Z, 4)] x [X, K(Z, 8)] -» [X, K(Z, 4) x K(Z, 8)]

is given by

(fll » 02) -* «1 x«2oA'

where ^ denotes both a cohomology class and its classifying map. With

this point of view we can also write (qx, q2) to represent both an element

in 774,8(X) and its corresponding map X -» AT(Z, 4) x K(Z, 8). Then to

understand the image of Qx one asks which map

f: X ->K(Z;4) xK(Z, 8)

admits a lifting relative to Q = (Qx, Q2),

B Spin A 77 Spin x77 Spin G|^02 7C~(Z, 4) x K(Z, 8),

where Qi G 774i(77Spin; Z) = [77Spin, #(Z, 4/')] is the universal Spin charac-

teristic class.

Replace the map

Ô:77Spnw7c"(Z, 4) xK(Z, 8)

up to homotopy by a fibration for which we still denote by Q. Let F be the

associated fiber. By Examples 1 and 2 the homotopy exact sequence for Q

yields

itr(F) = 0   ifr<7;

?r7(F)=Z3,        ;r8(F) = 0,

and

nr (F) = nr(B Spin)   ifr>9.

As every sheet of the Postnikov decomposition of Q is principal, one has res-

olution
77 Spin

I

Ex %■   K(Z2, 10)
I

K(Z,4)xK(Z,8)    h     7<"(Z3,8)

with associated ^-invariants kx, k2 . It then says that

Lemma 2. If X isa nine-dimensional CW-complex, then

Imßx = Kerrc,(X).
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Where kx(-) denotes the natural tranformation from the cofunctor 774'8(-) to
Q

the cofunctor H (- ; Z3) induced by kx .

Let y £ H%(K(Z, 8) ; Z), x £ HA(K(Z, 4) ; Z) be the standard generators,

respectively. Let P1 : H4(K(Z, 4); Z3) -» 8(7<:(Z, 4); Z3) be the Steenrod re-

duced 3 power operation. Then as a vector space over Z3, 77 (K(Z, 8) ; Z3)

is generated by the single element

y mod 3,

whilst HS(K(Z, 4) ; Z3) is generated by the two elements

2
x mod3—decomposable,

P (xmod3)—primitive.

Thus kx, which as a cohomology class lies in

778(7í (Z , 4) x K(Z , 8) ; Z3) = 778(7i:(Z , 4) ; Z3) © H%(K(Z , 8) ; Z3),

is defined by the relation

2 1
bxx     mod 3 + />2P (x mod 3) + ¿>3y mod 3 = 0

for certain bx, b2, b3£ Z3.

Lemma 3.  bx = b2 = b3 = I mod 3.

Proo/. By Example 3, both (c2, 0) and (-c2, c4) G 774,8(CP4) admit lifting

relative to Q, hence the following equalities hold in 77 (CP ; Z3) :

(c , 0)*rc, = bxc  mod 3 + b2P (c  mod 3) = 0,

(-c , c )*kx = bxc mod 3 + b2P (c mod 3) + b3c mod 3 = 0.

As Px(c mod 3) = 2c4 mod 3 by [3,18.21. Theorem], one obtains

bx = b2 = b3   mod 3.

On the other hand, Example 2 says that an element (0, a) £ Hp (S ) admits

a lifting relative to Q if and only if a is divisible by 3 in 77 (S ; Z). Hence

b3 = 1    mod 3.

This completes the proof.   D

Now we can eventually set

2 1
kx= (x + y) mod 3 + P (x mod 3)

and therefore, for any topological space X,

Rx = kx(X): Hp\x) -* H\X; Z3).

The first statement of the theorem then follows from Lemma 2.
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Now we proceed to the proof of claim (2). Suppose below that X is a CIP-

complex having dimension < 9 with

3778(X,Z)©779(X;Z2) = 0.

Assume that « is an integer sufficiently large so that the natural inclusion

7:77Spin(«) ^77 Spin

is a 10-homotopy equivalence.

For any £ g K Spin(X) with (Qx(£), Q2(£)) = 0, let « be a «-dimensional

Spin bundle over X representing £. As the composition

(ß,, 0) • 7 : B Spin(«) ¡-> B Spin -» K(Z , 4) x K(Z , 8)

is a 7-homotopy equivalence, Q,(w) = 0 implies that the principal Spin(«)

bundle associated to «

Spin(«) ^En^ X

admits a cross section / over the 7-skeleton X   of X. Write by

o(n,f) £ h\X; 7r7(Spin(«))) = H%(X; Z)
o

the obstruction extending / over the 8-skeleton X   of X.

Similar to the proof of Lemma 1.1, (ii) in [4], one can show that the Spin

characteristic class Q2(n) is related to o(n, f) by the formula

Q2(n) = 3o(n,f).

Thus Q2(n) = 0 together with 3H8(X; Z) = 0 implies that o(n, f) = 0.

Therefore / admits an extension / over X .

Now H9(X; Z2) = H9(X; ^g(Spin(«))) = 0 says that the obstruction ex-

tending / over X vanishes. So n is trivial.

This proves the second assertion of the theorem.

5. Computation for   K Spin(Af8)

Let M be an eight-dimensional closed manifold. Then

3778(A/;Z)©779(M;Z2) = 0.

Write 77 (M ; Z) as a direct sum of cyclic groups

liii

with order .x,- = oo, order y¡ = a power of 2, order z; = a power of 3, and

order v¡ — a power of some prime ,¿2,3. Consider the homomorphisms

P: 3774(M; Z) = 0(z,.) m^d 3774(M; Z3) U-3' H%(M ; Z3),

i

S: 2h\M; Z) = Q(y.) m^2H4(M; Z2) US2 H%(M; Z2),

i
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where U¡ £ H4(M; Z3), U2 £ H4(M; Z2) are the indicated Wu-classes of

M. If p ± 0 (resp. S ^ 0), the generator zx, ... , zs (resp. yx, ... ,yq)

can be chosen so that there is exactly one zi (resp. y A , says z, (resp. yx),

satisfying

P(z,)^0   (resp. S(yx)¿0).

Let t, £  K Spin(58) = Z be a generator, and let /: M —► Ss be a degree

1 (mod 2 degree 1 if M is nonorientable) map. We set

Corollary 3. ^s a« abelian group, K Spin(Af) has a basis, which can be char-

acterized by the following tables:

(1) If either M is orientable and P = 0 or M is nonorientable and S = 0,

then

Basis for KS(M) order Gi

1 < i < P (x¿ U xt) mod 3 + P (x¡ mod 3)

fi,,   !<»'<« order y¿

vt,  l<i<s order z,

<5,,   1 < / < r order «■

»JM oo if M orientable 3[M]

2 if M nonorientable

(2) If M is orientable and P / 0, then

Basis for   A' Spin(M) order       |    £?,

[M]

a,,   1 < i < P (x¡ U jc,) mod 3 + P (xi mod 3)

1 <1<Q order y 0

±[M]

3v, © cjw if order 5 order Z, 3Z,

zx> 3

vx,  2 < i < s order z,

<$,•,   1 < i < t order d,

(3) If M is nonorientable and S ± 0, then

Basis for   A Spin(M) order 02

a,- >   1 < ' < P

I,,  2<i<q

V,,   \ < i<s

1 < I< t

2 order yx

order y,

order z,

order v.

(x¡ U jc,-) mod 3 + P (x¡ mod 3)

0
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Q 1

where [M] is a generator of H (M; Z) and the signs ± refer to P zx= +~[M]

mod 3.

Proof. The existence of the Spin bundles a¡., ß, vi, and ôi with indicated

properties follow directly from the Theorem, and their maximality and inde-

pendency can be checked by the exact sequence

0 <- 774(A7; Z) Hi K~§pm(M) <- Kerß, <- 0

as claimed by the Theorem. Note that the Theorem also says that

ß2|Kerß,: Kerß, -> 3778(TW; Z)

is an isomorphism.   D

6. A PROOF FOR REFEREE'S COMMENT

Abbreviate K(Z, 4) x K(Z, 8)  to E0, and let us again factor the map

ß : B Spin —► E0 into Postnikov resolution

77 Spin

/"*
/ E3       —►     K(Z, 13)

M        M
\E2       -^    7<-(Z2,ll)

£,       ^    7<:(Z2, 10)

£0       -^     fc(Z3,8)

where p ■, / = 1, 2, 3 , is the principal bundle with assumed classifying map

K¡ (k invariant).

With coefficients in Z2, p,  induces an isomorphism of cohomologies p* :

H*(E0) -> H*(EX).  So we can equally well regard k2 as a class in Hx (E0)

and therefore, the principal bundle

7t=pxop2: E2 -^E0

has classifying map

E0-^E0x E0 *'™2 7s:(Z3, 8) x /C"(Z2 , 10).

As in §4, let y £ H*(K(Z3, 8); Z,  x £ H4(K(Z, 4) ; Z) be the standard

generators respectively, and put

zg = y mod 2 G 778(7i:(Z , 8) ; Z2),  i4 = x mod2 G H¿K(Z , 4) ; Z2).

Then as a vector space over Z2, 77   (£0 ; Z2) has a basis

i4líSq2i4,Sq4Sq2i¿l,Sq2is.
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Lemma 4.  k2 = i4 U Sq2i4 + Sq4Sq2i4 + Sq2i8.

Proof. Assume k2 = axi4l)Sq2i4 + a2Sq4 Sq2i4 + a3Sq2i% for some a,, a2, a3 £

z2.

Let BSO be the classifying space for the stable group SO = \J^=2SO(n)

and v , the universal orientable real vector bundle over BSO. Let w¡ be the

i th Stiefel-Whitney class of v . Then it is known that

H*(BSO;Z2) = Z2[w2,w3, ...].

Because 2v is a Spin bundle over BSO with

(Qx(2v), Q2(2v)) mod2 = (w4(2v), w%(2v)) = (w¡, w¡)

(see [1, (1.6)]), the equality

axw2 USq w2+ a2Sq Sq w2 + a3Sq w4 = 0

holds in HXO(BSO; Z2). It turns out that

2     2 2
(ax + a2)w2w3 + (a2 + a3)w5 = 0

by Wu's formula [2, p. 94]. So there must be

ax = a2 = a3   mod 2.

9 8 8
Let a : S   -»S   be a representation of the nontrivial element of n9(S ) =

O 1 A

Z2, and let 7^ = 5' (Ja e    be the mapping cone of a. Then

í Z    if r = 0, 8, 10,
77r(/i~;Z) = ^

l. 0     otherwise,

and Sq2: H\K; Z2) -> HX0(K;Z2) is isomorphic.

By Theorem (2) (see §2), for every « the homotopy class

S„ = (0,3«)G774'8(7c-) = [7c-,7<0]

admits a lifting to Ex. If a3 = 0 mod 2, then gn admits a lifting to E2, and

hence to B Spin successively.

On the other hand the Puppe sequence [3, p. 35] of a yields an exact sequence

of abelian groups Z2 = KO(S9) ¿- Z = KO(S*) — KO(K) *— KO(SXO) in

which a* is onto [5, Theorem 1.2]. This implies that gn admits a lifting to 7i2

if and only if « is even. This contradiction concludes that

aJ= a, = a.) = 1    mod2.   DJ \ Z I '

We proceed now to determine k3 e H (E2, Z2). Given a topological space

X,let

R'X:H4Z\X)-*HX0(X;Z2)

be the homomorphism

R'x(qx ,q2) = qxU Sq2qx + Sq4Sq2qx + Sq2q2 mod2,
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and consider the secondary cohomology operation O coming from the relation

Sq2(i4 U Sq2i4 + Sq4Sq2i4 + Sq2is) = 0.

Thus <I> is defined on KerP^. and for (qx, q2) g KerP^,, ®(qx, q2) is a coset

of the subgroup Sq2H9(X; Z2) c HXX(X; Z2).

The universal example for the operation O is this. Consider the principal

fibration induced by k2

K(Z2,9) M E

PL

E0    ^    K(Z2,10),

where j is the inclusion of the fiber. Let i9 £ H9(K(Z2, 9) ; Z2) be the gener-

ator. Because of Adem's relation

Sq2(i4 U Sq2i4 + Sq4Sq2i4 + Sq2i8) = 0,

the Serre exact sequence for p yields a unique class u £ HXX(E ; Z2) such that

j*u = Sq i9, u mod (imp*) = u.

Then by the definition

Lemma 5. <£>(<?,, q2) — (J g * u c 77 (X;Z2), where (qx, q2) £ KerR'x and

the union is taken over all maps g: X -> E with P° g = (qx, q2) ■

Having described the fibration n = p2 op, : ¿s2 —► E0 as the restriction of the

product bundle

p, x p : Ex x E —► E0 x E0

to the diagonal, we have the induced bundle map A: 7s2 -»• Ex x E over the

diagonal embedding A: EQ —► EQ x EQ . Let «: Ex x E —> E be the projection

into the second factor and set u  to the composition

£2-^£,x£^£A K(Z2 ,11)

with u as that in Lemma 5.

Lemma 6.  k3 = u £ H   (E2 ; Z2).

Proof. First observe that h oA: E2 —> E is a fiber preserving map over the iden-
tity of E0, which induces isomorphisms of cohomologies over Z2 of both total

spaces and fibers. Let F stand for the fiber of n . We have the commutative
diagram

■■■Hl0(F) 4     HU(E0)     £    HU(E2)    C Hn(F) -^    Hl2(E0) - • • •

I I m I I
• • • Hl0(K (Z2, 9))     ¿     Hn(EQ)    C     Hn(E)     &    Hn(K(Z2,9))     ¿        Hl2(E0) ■ ■ ■

with exact rows the Serre exact sequences for it, p respectively, where x, x

are the transgressions. It says that the class u   is characterized uniquely by

i*u' = Sqi9,        u mod (imn*) = u ,
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and that HXX(E2) is generated by the elements

tt*(i4U S?3i4),        n*(Sq5Sq2i4),        n*(Sq3i&), u

subject to the single relation

n(i4 U Sq\4 + Sq5Sq2i4 + Sq3t&) = 0,

because

T(Sqi9) = SqK2 = i4 U Sq i4 + Sq Sq i4 + Sq ig

in 77U(P0).

Next consider the homomorphism induced by 7,

7*:77*(£2)^77*(PSpin),

and recall that if p : B Spin -» BSO is the map induced by the universal cover-

ing Spin —► SO and if we let wk = p*wk with wk £ H*(BSO; Z2) as before,

and if k is not of the form 2r + l(r > I), then

77*(B Spin ; Z2) = Z2[w¡ ; w¡, v¿¡, • • • ]

whilst

Qk mod 2 = w *4k

whenever k < 15 [1, (1.1), (1.6), and (1.8)]. Thus by Wu's formula [2, p. 94]

I*n(i4 U Sq i4) = w*4 U Sqiw*4 =w*4U w*,

7*7T*(5^ Sq i4) - Sq Sq w*4 = w*4 U w* + w*xx,

I*7i*(Sq ig) - Sq wl = w*x.

This means that Ker[7*: HXX(E2) —> 77u(PSpin)] = Z2 is spanned by w'. So

there must be

K3 — U.     D

Let X be a CW-complex and let P'¿: KerP^, -♦ ^"(A-; Z2)/Sq2H9(X; Z2)

be given by

P^(«,, <?2) = 4>(?,, ?2)    mod ^2779(X ; Z2)

with <I> as in Lemma 5. Summarizing we have proved

Theorem 1. If dim X < 10, then

Qx:kS\3in(X)-^H4z'i(X)

is surjective onto KerRx n KerP^, and if dim A' < 12^^ is surjective onto

KerRx n KerP^- n KerP'^..

Moreover by the Bott periodicity theorem, the standard method in the proof

of Theorem, (2) is valid to show that

Theorem 2. If dimX < 11 and if HS(X ; Z) © H9(X ; Z2) © 7710(X ; Z2) = 0,

then Qx is an isomorphism onto KerRx n KerP'^ n KerP^..
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